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Foreword – please read it

This short user manual should describe changes and operations of the unit electronics. Most 

of the features are the same as the standard electronics so this manual describes the changes 

only. 

THIS IS NOT A MANUAL FOR ENTIRE LIBERTY REBREATHER. FOR OVERAL FUNCTIONS READ THE 

BASIC LIBERTY USER MANUAL

Dear customers, you are receiving a new version of electronics for the Liberty rebreather 

called Liberty Rebreather 2021 edition. Of course, as leading manufacturers and developers 

of state-of-the-art diving equipment, we are constantly striving to improve our products, and 

we have reached a point where it is no longer enough to just add software features or common 

hardware, but the desired changes require electronics replacement.

As you probably know, Liberty electronics are hidden under the lids, where neither users nor 

service technicians have access. Therefore, it was necessary to install new hardware directly 

at Divesoft. The ban on opening the electronics cover still applies in this version. Please do not 

open the electronics covers. Opening the electronics cover without subsequent professional 

leak testing will cause the electronics to flood
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New functions

• BLE

• Bluetooth low energy

• Download logs + future features

• GPS

• Integrated, each log has dive site coordinates

• Air integration

• 2 gases (oxygen and diluent) are read from wireless transmitters.

• Fail solenoid detection

• Functional, stuck, disconnected state

• Humidity sensor in CU compartment

• Used both during factory assembly and for advance user warning when CU is partially 

flooded

• Preparation for intelligent HUD

Changes

• Measuring O
2
 Completely reworked

• Measuring He improved

• accuracy need to be tested

• Reduction of consumption during running / immersion

• expectance of 35h+ in dive with OLED HS

• Significant reduction in standby consumption

• 6 months on jumpers discharges the battery to 50% – no need to disconnect battery 

jumpers anymore
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Software

Added Software functions are linked to HW improvements

• Pressure displays of CCR cylinders

• in pre-dive checklists

• in the dive mode screen – optionally bargraph / numerically / both

• in the dive log, for oxygen including conversion to consumption l / min

• in BoCCR display

• Faulty solenoid warning – please note that you may encounter false positives

• Wireless connection to PC (download logs)

• Buhlmann ZH-L16C

• switchable B / C coefficients

Liberty 2021 Edition

The basic control of Liberty Rebreather 2021 edition is the same as for previous versions of 

electronics and software. They differ only in the new features listed above.

This manual only describes how to use the Liberty rebreather with the changes that have been 

made. For basic use of the Liberty rebreather, still use the published user manual, which can be 

found at: https://www.divesoft.com/en/products/ccr-liberty/manuals

Bluetooth

Liberty 2021 Edition has a Bluetooth connection for uploading firmware, log downloads, setting 

configuration and other features. We are currently waiting for the communication software 

both for desktop computers and mobile phones. Bluetooth communication will be available 

soon.

GPS

GPS is used for localization. GPS data are displayed on the compass screen. Position is logged 

in a dive log file for map integration to your dive logging software as a wetnotes.com or 

planned software.
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Air integration

You can use any compatible transmitter. For example, Shearwater / Aqualung / Pelagic (Suunto, 

Ratio, Mares, Garmin, Scubapro smart are not compatible).

The transmitter is automatically activated by pressurization to 8 bar and more.

The transmitter turns off after 2 minutes at a tank pressure of <4 bar. Please do not leave 

the Liberty pressurized for prolonged periods of time (at storage), since the transmitter has 

declared runtime of 300hrs on one battery.

Transmitters

• In the case of multiple transmitters, it is advisable to use yellow + grey, not two grey ones

• More than two (max. three) transmitters are not recommended; random long signal 

dropouts can occur even when using two transmitters of the same color.

• On the back-mounted unit place the transmitters with HP elbows to first stages. Factory 

tested orientation is parallel with the backplate – pointing to the other 1st stage. 

Sidemount unit doesn’t need any elbows. It is advisable to install the transmitter on a short 

HP hose (15 / 20cm) to prevent breaking off the transmitter accidentally.

• Range – approx. 0.7–1m, rather less than more.

Procedure for pairing the transmitter

• Open the tank valves – let the transmitters 

10–30s to turn on

• Turn on AI (if off)

• Global switch Setup / Wireless / Air integr / On

• If you have already set up the transmitters, 

turning off the AI   function will not lose their 

serial numbers

• Pair the transmitter Setup / Wireless / Air integr. 

/ Oxygen or Setup / Wireless / Air integr. / 

Diluent

• If the transmitter is turned on and within range, it should have a serial number in the menu

• Otherwise, set the last 6 digits of the serial number of the station via “Edit”

If you do not see any sensors, try repositioning the transmitters. Change the position of the 

transmitters in small steps and always wait at least 10 seconds in each position. Always set 
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the transmitters one at a time. The position of the transmitters, their response or signal errors 

are the subjected to your feedback.

Tank volumes

Values for tank volumes have to be set for precise 

gas consumption calculation

Oxy tank. vol. the volume of the oxygen cylinder is 

used to calculate the minute oxygen consumption in 

litres per minute.

Dil tank. vol. the volume of the diluent cylinder is 

used only in the dive simulation.

DISPLAY

The color of the bargraph changes to yellow when 

it drops to half the nominal pressure of the cylinder 

and to red when the pressure falls below the set 

reserve (Setup / Mixtures / End pressure)

Can be easily tested with closed cylinders or in a dive 

simulation.

It is possible to show values or bargraphs on the 

main screen depending on your personal setting.

This setting is individual per handset, so you can set 

each HS differently.

Menu / Setup / Preferences / Display / Tank press.

Or in Dive mode / Setup /Display / Tank Press.

You can choose if you want to see Numbers instead 

of Clock and temperature values
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Graphs instead of solenoid opening boxes

Or both of them

The synoptic screen shows both graph and numeric 

value.

Signal failures

• <60 sec… holds the last value

• 60 <90sec… old value is still legible, bargraph grey

• > 90 sec… blank frame, instead of dash value only

• c. Low transmitter battery – If one of the alarms below persists, replace the transmitter 

battery.

• “Running out of battery” – an almost empty battery is drawn over the bar graph every 5 

seconds

• “Empty battery” – a bold “B” is drawn every 5 seconds
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Display setting

Failed solenoid detection

The solenoids are normally opened alternately left – right after six seconds. If one of the 

solenoids is defective and still registered as functional, then the oxygen injection interval 

is actually extended to 12 sec, because the device uses a non-functional solenoid every 

6 seconds. In this case, the oxygen supply is insufficiently accurate.

Defective solenoid detection works in case the solenoid is blocked in the closed position or 

disconnected altogether (connector failure). The electronics verify whether the solenoid 

responds to stimuli and evaluates whether the solenoid is functional or not. In the event of 

a malfunctioning solenoid, the diver will receive information on which of the two solenoids is 

malfunctioning. The diver has the option to disable the faulty solenoid during the dive Menu / 

Setup / Faulty sensors / Other devices.

As soon as the diver deactivates the solenoid, the device then uses only one solenoid with an 

interval of 6 sec.

This is warning only, the device does not deactivate the solenoid automatically.

The warning is issued after multiple failed solenoid responses (cca 30-50sec delay), so do not 

rely on this warning. Since in a scenario of a “stuck open” solenoid, you will get ppO2 creep or 

spike long before a solenoid failure warning.

Algorithm change

New firmware allows to change decompression algorithm. Recent Liberty firmware had only Buhlmann 
ZHL‑16B algorithm. It is an algorithm which was originally developed for decompression tables and has 
more accurate tissue halftimes. The Buhlmann ZHL‑16C algorithm was developed for decompression 
computers in era of simple dive computers with low computing power. For this reason, the coefficients 
are adjusted and rounded (towards safety) so that computers can calculate online decompression more 
easily and quickly. In today’s powerful processors, such rounding is unnecessary, but the Buhlmann ZH‑
L16C algorithm brings more conservatism to the calculation and is thus safer.

Setup / Decompression /Algorithm

Setting affects dive planning


